James E. Birk
Inducted into the U.S. Ballooning Hall of Fame on July 28, 2019

By the Balloon Federation of America at the
National Balloon Museum in Indianola, IA
The long road to the start of a 49 plus year sport of enjoyment.
It would appear that every person’s life depends on both bad and good
decisions. Many are certainly compiled of a certain degree of luck. In Jim Birk’s
particular case a bad decision in 1962 probably determined that years later he
would come into contact with the sport of ballooning. In 1962 he had been
offered a scholarship to play basketball and baseball at a small college in Silver
City, New Mexico. After Jim arrived at the school, the coach and he had a
disagreement on his taking part in the sport of track that he personally never
really liked. The coach indicated that Jim would participate, and he indicated that
he had a car and 76 dollars in his checking account and an aunt in California and
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if, on Friday, the coach still hadn’t changed his mind, he would be gone. On
Sunday morning Jim was at that aunt’s house. On the following Friday he took a
job with the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railroad where he remained until
1966. In 1966 to attend a wedding, he returned to Indiana. Jim’s grandfather had
offered to give him 1200 dollars if he did not take up smoking and again made the
offer that would pay for at least 2 years of tuition, so he took the offer and
entered Ball State University with the goal of becoming a teacher. Four and one
half years later he finished a Master’s degree with about 30 additional hours,
passed the student teaching test, and realized he really didn’t like dealing with
the politics of the system. College instructing seemed like a much better option,
and in 1970 science teachers were in
demand at that level. Three options
were available: Maysville State College in
North Dakota, Defiance College in Ohio and
the University of Georgia to complete the PhD
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and act as an undergraduate instructor for entry level students in Earth Sciences.
Maysville sent a ticket for a train ride to North Dakota for the interview, had a
dynamic young president, found out Jim liked fishing, took him fishing. But
Maysville, although nice, is a really cold place much of the year. The University of
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Georgia in Athens wanted to talk about their football program, not much else.
The Defiance College was the last stop on the interview process. The Academic
Dean was a dynamic guy by the name of David Ruffer, definitely on the way up
and out. The science department staff was low key, wanted to be helpful,
interested in his field work, and was in need of some new blood. When the
evening dinner was over the microbiologist asked if Jim would like to take a
balloon ride in the morning. Other than maybe hearing that the Incas had flown
over the plains of Nazca, Jim doubted that he had ever heard of the sport of
ballooning. So at 6 AM the next morning, the balloon Noel’s Ark was inflated.
They lifted off and Jim decided that Defiance College wasn’t so bad after all. As it
turned out, a college benefactor, Katherine Dix, had purchased the balloon to
advertise the interterm between fall and spring semester. Students could sign up,
experience a flight, crew, and spend the month of January doing ballooning. The
college needed more than one pilot so Jim was asked if he would like to become
the second pilot to assist with promoting the college.
The balloon itself was a 1969 Raven Vulcoon with
preheated inflator, square aluminum tube gondola with
2 lay down 20 gallon tanks, and side curtains made of
coated tarp material. The burners were 2 can with a
Defiance College Balloon
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regulator to control fuel pressure through the burners. Quite honestly, Jim was
taught to just ride and find a spot to land and be able to walk away. There was no
give in the welded tube aluminum. Only until he attended his first National in
Indianola in 1972 and subsequent Worlds in Albuquerque, was he made fully
aware that you could really make the balloon get to a point that was
predetermined. When you are only one or two of the pilots in a state, not much
communication can be developed. Their office at the college for some years was
the depository for BFA films, so as a result, other pilot’s names became more
available and some level of communication could be accomplished. Having always
been a competitive person, Jim very quickly realized that to adequately compete,
new equipment was needed. So he purchased a Raven Rally 6 in 1975 and began
following competitions wherever he could find them. That of course led to the
organizing and officiating side of the sport.
The sport of ballooning was spreading more by personal association than
by first hand exposure. The F.A.A. had developed a written test, and of course,
the requirement that each pilot needs to pass the proverbial check ride which was
normally accomplished by the F.A.A. examiner standing on the ground and
watching to make certain the landing was accomplished. In an effort to expose
more people to the sport, Jim contacted Indiana University/Purdue University in
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Ft Wayne to see if they would be interested in an adult evening class on the sport
of ballooning, the rules and the training regimen necessary to be a pilot. The first
year they had 26 attendees, 13 of whom became pilots and formed the nucleus
for the Fort Wayne Balloon Club. The club purchased a balloon and created more
interest in the Fort Wayne area and in short time more people bought equipment
and a small group of local pilots formed. The next step was to interest Van Stiffler,
an F.A.A. certified rules instructor, to hold ballooning classes for persons wanting
to sit for the test. He also had the capability to administer the test so that travel
to an F.A.A. designated test center was not necessary. Aspiring pilots from several
areas learned the rules and passed the test at Fort Wayne Ground Schools. During
this same time period Jim had formed Air Venture of Fort Wayne, predominantly
a ride company, had purchased bigger equipment and was flying in and around
the Fort Wayne area every flyable day. During the same time period he was
approached by an advertising firm, J.M.A. and Associates, to see if he would be
interested in putting on a series of competitions in three Indiana cities; Elkhart,
Angola, and Fort Wayne in association with the Three Rivers Festival. Those three
events carried on for 6 years and generated more exposure to the sport.
In the series of races that Jim organized, of course, he was the chief official.
It pays to be the organizer! Jim had the privilege of watching one of the best
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directors in the sport at the time, Tom A.F. Sheppard, at the Nationals and other
races that he invited him to, organized by TDS Aviation. That gave Jim the opinion
that not all events were organized using the same rules or guidelines even though
those items did exist. After the 1976 and 77
Nationals Jim was appointed to the Events
Committee of the B.F.A. and later became the
Chairman of that committee. The Events Committee
improved rules, improved the scoring, the observer
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system, and the appointment of Event Directors. Many of the competitors at the
late 70,s and 1980 U.S.Nationals were less than enthusiastic with the
administration of the event. In 1978 a Professional tour was started in 11 major
cities throughout the United States sponsored by Kool and Brown and Williamson
tobacco companies. The competitors on that tour were also hardnosed
competitors that competed in some of the most congested air space in the United
States. Many of them talked about ways to improve the U.S.National
Championship. Some of those ideas were good ones and could be implemented,
others not so much. Al Desmond, a friend and for whom the Desmond Award is
named, was also on the B.F.A. board of directors and took some of those concerns
to the board. If Jim’s memory serves him correctly, the meeting was in Phoenix
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Arizona. He was in Defiance Ohio where the weather was really not Phoenix like.
It was almost midnight when Jim’s phone rang, which is always an ominous sign; it
was Al Desmond calling from Phoenix wanting to talk about the Nationals. Al
asked if Jim would like to be the Director of the U.S.National Championship. Jim
indicated that he would have to think about it and would call him in the morning.
Al indicated that he had talked to Sid Cutter and they would call back in 30
minutes for his answer. It is tough to think about not competing in an event
where the flying is first rate, people are friendly, and his skills were just about the
best they had ever been. Jim also knew that he would have some difficulty in
getting the 110 observers necessary for the event, in particular because he had
been very critical of the wide range of skills in that group where many were being
misled by some members of the piloting contingent. Jim talked the idea over with
the family and in about 45 minutes the phone rang and Al’s response was “well”.
So Jim offered his proposal. He would take the job, but needed to be guaranteed
the position for three years, thinking that it would take at least that long to
change some of the things discussed that needed changing. Jim fully expected
the board to not agree to that part of the proposal and so he would be off the
proverbial hook. On or about noon the next day the phone rang and Al said “well
Mr. Balloonmeister “. Some 15 Nationals later Jim still vividly remembers Al
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Desmond and Sid Cutter laughing about how they persuaded him to get into that
level of officiating. Al always laughed that he had bet Sid that Jim would take the
job and Sid had indicated that he wouldn’t. Thirty-nine years later Jim still enjoys
the comradery, the challenge, and the results of a good clean competition.
Although the level of technology had increased many times over, there is a
certain satisfaction of seeing the planning of a task come to fruition in the air and
through pilots’ abilities to achieve high scores. Overall, Jim has officiated at some
90 events in the United States, Canada, and Japan and has enjoyed almost each
and every one. That includes The U.S.Nationals, The Team U.S.National, A Worlds
Championship all 10 day events in l995. The thing about officiating that is vitally
important, is to have staff that is far more capable than the Director, loyal to a
fault, and during the event can have the satisfaction of a good competition and
have a friendship beyond the sport. In that sense Jim has always been blessed
with a staff second to none that have developed into lifelong friends, all started
through their love of the sport of ballooning.
During the period of the mid 70's, Jim’s wife
along with local Indianola crew Dick McPherson,
Dick’s sister and friend acted as crew for Jim’s
participation in the National Championships.
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1991 World’s Top Ten Finishers

Later his daughter Sara acted as navigator assisting Jim’s sixth place finish in the
1991 world’s Championships. Sara was also an excellent navigator in several
Nationals held in Baton Rouge, La. and Middletown, Ohio assisting Jim to top ten
finishes. In addition to Sara, Jim has two other daughters who have become
integral parts of the official team at the major events that he directs. Dr. Megan
Birk has been active in the scoring and analysis of GPS tracks from competitors.
She has been the assistant chief scorer at both the U.S. Nationals in Longview,
Texas as well as acting in that capacity for several
of the past Great Texas Balloon Races also held in
Longview. Jim’s youngest daughter Dana has
served in the capacity of staff coordinator for
several of the events in which Jim has been the
Jim and his girls

Director and also serves as technical service
official in downloading GPS tracks and assisting

with measuring. She also acts as crew chief for Joe Zvada in his efforts during the
National Championships. Jim’s other daughter Abbey Bauer has also been active
with crewing efforts for various pilots at regional and local races. Each of Jim’s
daughters has taken part in the Saga Japan balloon fiesta as crew for Jim in the
competitions there. Having every member of the Birk family involved in the sport
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of ballooning that has been such an integral part of Jim’s life has made the flying
side of the sport as well as the official side of the sport much more enjoyable.
When Jim was appointed as U.S. Nationals Director it was necessary to
have 110 Observers for the initial component of 100 competitors. The first year
37 observers signed up to be part of the Nationals. With the large shortage of
observers Jim wrote the limited scoring rule and had it passed by the Nationals
Jury to eliminate the need for one observer for one competitor. The rule is now
still in effect and is used to describe the measured marker area or MMA. The first
year it was employed there were some competitors that felt it was too limiting,
but it solved the lack of observer issue and after the Wednesday morning “cut”
which reduced the number of competitors to 33, the final flights would each have
one observer for each pilot. Jim also initiated consistent three part tasks in his
first Nationals, and that process continued to increase the number of tasks per
flight up to 4, and in some cases, there are now 5 part tasks being used. Much of
the increase in tasks per flight is due to the increase in electronic scoring and the
ability to track flights more precisely.
The B.F.A. Board had authorized the creation of a Competition Division.
Early on discussion among board members concerned the apparent lowering of
the number of competitors taking part in the various sanctioned competitions.
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Board members were in agreement that the number of competitors needed to be
increased to continue the viability of the major sanctioned events i.e. the
Nationals and the Worlds championships. Discussion centered on the method to
bring new pilots into competition and mentor their progress so that they could
compete at the highest levels. The idea of forming a team competition was
developed. It was generally agreed that teams should be composed of three
members. The concept of ranking the team members based on the past
performances at major events would determine the “A” players, the “B” players,
and that the “C” players would be pilots who had not taken part in previous
Nationals, or if they had not been able to make the “Cut”. Persons involved in the
discussion had two separate ideas on how the events should be scored. Some
people in the discussion wanted to simply have each team member fly the same
task and add the scores together and thereby ranking the teams. Others, Jim
included, wanted to develop tasks that would require pilots to perform different
aspects of the task to be an integral part of the “Team” concept. This concept had
inherent problems, one of which and the major one was the ability for the event
to be adequately scored. Final discussion was held between Tom Sheppard,
Debbie Spaeth, Patty Cramer, Dick Rudlaff, Dave Lowe and Mark Sullivan. The
“teams” would be run with new and different style tasks. Jim was charged with
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developing the tasks, and also ranking the “players” based on their past 10 years
of performance in major events, the statistics which were still being held by the
old events committee and the resultant B.F.A. CD. The new event was to be
advertised in conjunction with the bid request for the new site for the National
Championships. The first event was scheduled to take place in 1995 in
conjunction with the new site for the Nationals and the 1995 World’s
Championship to be held in Battle Creek, Michigan. The first site was awarded to
Gwinnett County, Georgia just north of Atlanta. It was a resounding success!
Additional entry level competitors were brought on board, prize money was
sufficient, pilots enjoyed the tasks, and the prize money was sufficient to create
interest among the bulk of the competitors. Jim was selected as the Event
Director, Patty Cramer was the chief debriefer, and Larry Hembry was the chief
scorer. The first team to win the championship was composed of Sid Cutter, Mark
Sullivan and Troy Bradley. That same team of people held three ten day events in
l995 including the “95" World’s, the “95" Teams and the “95" National
Championships. Jim Also directed all three of those events which could not have
been possible without the excellent staff that comprised the close knit group of
friends established throughout his years of participation in the sport.
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In 1978, 25 pilots were selected to take part in a balloon tour sponsored by
Brown and Williamson Tobacco Company through its KOOL brand of cigarettes.
Eleven of the most congested flight areas in the United States were chosen to be
visited on the tour. This idea and the concept were seen in a negative light by the
competitive purist in the sport. But to compete in 11 different cities, many of
which were the largest metropolitan areas in the country, did several positive
things for the sport of ballooning:
1. It proved that competitions could be held in these congested areas.
2. It proved that major balloon competitions could be held in places other
than in just wide open spaces.
3. It proved that with the correct management, ballooning as a road warrior
sport was possible
4. It also proved that balloonists could work with the F.A.A. in major
population centers to hold safe events.
Flying tasks in places like New York City areas of Westchester, in San Diego,
in Las Vegas, Atlanta, and other major metropolitan areas not only exposed more
people to the sport but allowed decisions made about future Nationals sites need
not be as concerned about the proximity
of major populations centers. Each of the KOOL
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events was prefaced by tethering in the metropolitan areas. Pilots tethered in
front of the World trade center in Central Park, downtown Chicago to generate
interest in the competition. News coverage was widespread and exposed more
people to the sport. During the 4 years of the tour Jim won 8 different tour stops.
Two of the events were Hare and Hound events across Lake Michigan, one from
Chicago and one from Milwaukee. Unfortunately, the one scheduled from
Milwaukee was cancelled due to weather.
On a very personal note: Jim has always felt that getting staff involved that
could take control in future years of events helped guarantee the success of an
event. In the first National directed by Jim he was grateful for the involvement of
Eric Barnum, a longtime friend who came on board to administer the “fiesta”
division flying from Simpson College. Eric was followed by Gary King who took
over that same position. Gary was followed by
Nick Saum, followed by Dick Rudlaff who continued
to bring future directors and mentor their progress
through staff involvement. Watching the success of the
KOOL tours operation in the major metropolitan areas
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Jim and Dick Rudlaff

allowed for the movement of the Nationals to like sites. Having Directors mentor
future directors dictates that future events will be well run competitions to
achieve the highest level of competition.
In 1982 Jim left as Chairman of the science department of Defiance College
to become the Chairman of the Geology Department of Ashland University. On
weekends he flew commercial balloons for
The Balloon Incorporated on the East coast.
In 1985, Jim and the Kroger Company reached
agreement on a professional balloon advertising

The Kroger contract

program. That program lasted sixteen years, produced over 3 million
impressions. The program also included a frozen food mascot balloon, a special
shape Pepe penguin balloon that was used in
television promotions. At the close of the Kroger
program Jim retired and continued to compete in
events around the United States and Japan with
one of the best crew chiefs in the sport, Trace
Pepe the Penguin balloon

Christenson.
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Jim still actively directs several events in
the United States and remains active in Saga Balloon
Fiesta as a member of the Beaver Balloon Club of Saga,
a club designed to assist handicapped persons enjoy the
sport of ballooning.
Jim at Saga, Japan

Birk’s Indianola family, Burl and Jackie Woodyard. He stayed at their house during every Nationals.
Also in picture is Fred Pond, part of Birk’s crew.
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Graduate Degree 1970, Ball State University
Additional work post masters
• Professor of Geology 1970-1982

Teaching field geology in Big Bend National Park

• Defiance College Chairman Department of Geology 1977-82
• Defiance College Chairman Department of Geology 1982-85
• Ashland University Outstanding College Educator 1975
• President Air Venture of Fort Wayne, Inc. 1978-Present
• President Air Venture Contracting, Inc. 1985-Present
• Married 41 years, wife, Maryjo, retired teacher,
• Parents of four children: Sara K. Birk, Assoc. Professor, University of
Louisiana: Dr. Megan Birk, Professor, University of Texas Rio Grande Valley:
Abbey Bauer, Market Research Analyst, Columbus, Ohio: Dana Birk, 6th
grade Teacher, Garland
• Texas: Taught interterm class on ballooning at Defiance College resulting in
13 students being licensed over the 5 years of the program, with national
attention by Hughes Rudd, CBS correspondent
• Taught 2 short courses at Indiana University/Purdue University at Fort
Wayne resulting in several licensed pilots and the start of the Fort Wayne
Balloon Club assisted Van Stiffler
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• President of Fort Wayne Ground Schools. At Baer Field in teaching students
on the FAR’s to take and pass the written free balloon test. Organized a
three race circuit in 1975 for the Azar’s Corporation in Fort Wayne, Angola,
and Elkhart to support the corporate franchises. Events ran for 5 years.
• Served as representative to FAA Conference in Phoenix on FAA 8900
rewrite with Tom Sheppard and others.
• He held safety seminars around U.S. in conjunction with Roth, Generalli
Insurance Company
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